Intelligent Door Knocking Security System Using IOT
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Abstract: In current day security is very important. Nowadays, in all places many robberies are going on. In this security issue, lock is the major parameter. The trustworthy on the lock should me made improve. The lock may be for main door lock, baggage lock, shutter lock, grill door lock, interconnecting door lock etc. This project is based on arduino board and IOT. And also this can be used for main door and for locker door. This lock works based on the knocking pattern. The owners knocking pattern is stored in the register. When the knocking pattern is detected by the sensor, it passes it to the arduino board microcontroller. Based on the trustworthiness of the pattern the lock works. This framework is easy for installation. It can be implemented for commercial use also.
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1. Introduction

The World has progressed significantly throughout the years and it has changed the manner in which we live, the manner in which we impart, the manner in which we learn and the manner in which we change. One of those extraordinary headways is progression in Technology. From creation of things like blades out of rocks to things like 3D printer to a super PC. Technology has made some amazing progress. This headway in Technology has been outstanding in the 21st Century.

Be that as it may, with the points of interest and advantages, additionally came the disservices and difficulties. One of the instances of this headway can be taken as the creation of the IPhone. IPhone was a noteworthy redesign from the customary sort of utilizing a telephone since it was ready to call and content as well as had the capacity to play music, recordings, and download applications. Despite the fact that these were the favourable circumstances, there were numerous detriments like battery channel and the decline of vis-à-vis correspondence because of dependence on the cell phone. With such headways in innovation, there's dependably a requirement for security and protection.

One of the methods for verifying security is a mix of ‘lock and key’. Present day locks and the locking framework are unquestionably increasingly intricate and regularly utilize a dABBed system on the key which give a more prominent security. In any case, the drawback is that it's the equivalent ‘lock and key’ system, which means, the key can generally be imitated with some exertion. One of the arrangements is to totally dispose of the ‘lock and key’ instrument itself. This venture plans to do likewise by setting up solid security basing on a ‘Mystery thumping example’, therefore the name, ‘Thump Based Security System’. This framework is involved gadgets like Arduino, GSM Module, Servo Motor and so forth and utilizations a ‘Mystery Knocking Pattern’ which is known just to the proprietor of that specific safe, bag or some other Property or item that the gadget is introduced on. The expansion in security in executing this framework comes into the image in a few different ways.

2. Existing Systems

RFID technology can be used in the intelligent door knocking system. When anybody tries to open or knocks the door then this action will be sensed and sends information to the user via GSM. But anyone with the false RFID can open door. In finger print method, door will be opened when unique graphical security must be matched. If the culprit has the finger print then they can easily open the door.

In another method, the wireless LAN module fixed on the board receives the transmitted signal and transmits to the microcontroller. The microcontroller passes the data to the servo motor in order to complete the operations on the Door [1].

In thump impression technique, when we thump it, the arduino begins observing the primary thump to secondary thump and keeps the time gap period. In this work 6 thump impressions are taken. Therefore 5 timespans will come. These time lapses were converted interms of variables. Example, if the time period is less than 500ms, then 0. If it is more than 500ms then 1. Like this the total 5 time lapses, converted into 5 digit password. These passwords are used to open the door lock. If it does not match, then lock will not be open.

3. Proposed System
If the entry way thump is entered correctly then the gate will be open. If the thump entry is wrong for consecutive three times then code will be locked and alert will transmitted to approved authenticated client.

**Working Principle**

In this project work, as an input device capacitive sensor is used. This sensor can detect the electrical capacitance of the human hand. This sensor is built by using aluminium foil, medium to high esteem resistor, wire and a capacitor. When touch sensor contacts with the finger the body capacitance is in parallel to the sensor’s capacitance. This makes wavering recurrence decline. The microcontroller recognizes this property.

Here, 3 bits of aluminium foils are introduced on the external side of entry way. The clients can open the entry way by contacting these foils. Because of the usage of three foils, the detection of multifaceted of the finger is possible.

Here, the time period is characterized by RC. Where, R is the resistor, C is the capacitance of the foil. In this system we have to consider the capacitance experienced by the human finger. Suitable rearrangement can balance out sensor readings, making the entire framework solid.

Other than, microcontroller, voltage converter or comparator can be used. This framework can be further improved by using a touch cushion rather than aluminium foils. For example, if the independent momentary capacitive touch sensor used then it can send computerized flag specifically to microcontroller.

**BLOCK DIAGRAM & DESCRIPTION**

![Block Diagram of Intelligent Door Knocking System](image1)

In this work, the door lock is controlled by IOT and Bylynk app. The door is controlled by the motor driver. About the status of the door is delivered to the client mobile phone using bylynk app.

The description of the components are given below

**IOT (Internet of Things)**

It connects and exchanges the data with other devices and systems using internet. But the drawback is privacy and security. IOT can be used in consumer application field, commercial, industrial and infrastructure spaces. Recent technologies are developed in home automation systems, wearable technologies, in medical applications and remote monitoring systems.

**MOTOR DRIVE MODULE:**

![L298N Motor Driver Module](image2)

The L298N Motor Driver module consists of an L298 Motor Driver IC, 78M05 Voltage Regulator, resistors, capacitor, Power LED, 5V jumper in an integrated circuit.

When jumper is placed at that time only 78M05 voltage regulator is enabled. If the power supply is less than 12V, then the microprocessor is powered by voltage regulator. The speed control pin for Motor A is ENA and for
Motor B is ENB. The direction control pins for Motor A are IN1 & IN2 and for Motor B are IN3 & IN4. This module can be used in robotics, in stepping motors and in drive DC motors. The motor driver used in the project is shown in the Fig. 2.

**DC MOTOR**

DC motor is operated by direct current. It converts DC electrical energy into mechanical energy. This motor works on the principle of when a magnetic field and electric field interact then the mechanical force called as motoring action is produced. Fleming’s left hand rule gives the direction of rotation.

![DC Motor Image](image)

**Fig. 3 – DC motor 60 RPM 12V**

The Fig. 3 represents the DC motor used in the project. The metal gear which is used in it has better wear and tear properties. It requires no maintenance because; the gear box is sealed and lubricated with lithium grease. It runs smoothly from 4V to 12V. It gives 60 RPM at 12V.

**Tests and Results**

This home security system has two stages. In the first stage the client can fix where they want to mark the thumb impression and successively they have to do the thumb impression. In the second stage, from the time gap between the thumb impression code word is generated. If the code is correct then the door will be unlocked.

The proposed door lock security system shown in the Figure 4. This system is attached on the door with the lock.

When the client wants to open the door, the thumping data were collected. To detect the thumping, piezo electric based vibration sensors were used. These sensors collected data transferred to the Arduino. If the data was an authenticated data, then flag will be set to open the door.

All activities are connected with the client’s mobile. So the status of the door was continuously monitored by the client.

If suppose any unauthenticated person trying to open the door immediately alert will be given to the client mobile. This system is shown in the Fig. 5

![Door Lock Security System](image)

**Fig. 4 Door lock security system**

![Mobile Alert Image](image)

**Fig 5: Mobile Alert using blynk app**

**Pros and Cons**

The main drawback is if the door broken then no signal will be transmitted to the client. And the client not aware of this incident. And the advantage is, if any intruder trying to enter with wrong thumping, then alert will be sent to the client through their mobile phone.
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In future, the following feature can be added with this project.
If the person is authenticated person and the client having trust then the client can open the door remotely.

4. Conclusion
Thus the proposed framework is very simple and cheaper. The accuracy of the system is very high. So the client can control the entryway remotely. The bylynk app is also a free app. Based on the thumping on the door this security systems works. In future many advanced features like, remote monitoring and control of the door can be achieved.
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